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Abstract. One inherent feature of pervasive computing environments is the need
to gather and process context information about real persons. Unfortunately, this
unavoidably affects persons’ privacy to a large degree. Each time today a citizen
uses his cellular phone, his credit card or surf the web, he is leaving a trace that is
stored for some reason. In a pervasive sensing environment, however, the amount
of information collected is a) much larger than today and b) might be used to
reconstruct personal information with great accuracy. The question we address
in this paper is tocontrol dissemination and flow of personal data across orga-
nizational, as well as personal boundaries, i.e., to potential addressees of privacy
relevant information. This paper presents theUser-Centric Privacy Framework
(UCPF). It aims at protecting a user’s privacy based on the enforcement of pri-
vacy preferences. They are expressed as a set of constraints over some set of
context information. To achieve the goal of cross-boundary control, we introduce
two novel abstractions, namelyTransformationsandForeign Constraints, in or-
der to extend the possibilities of a user to describe his privacy protection criteria
beyond the current expressiveness ussually found today.Transformationsare un-
derstood as any process that the user may define over a specific piece of context.
This is a main building block for obfuscating or even plainly lie about the context
in question.Foreign Constraintsare an important complementing extension be-
cause they allow for modeling conditions defined on external users that arenot the
tracked individual, but may influence disclosure of personal data to third parties.
We are confident that these two easy-to-use abstractions together with the general
privacy framework presented in this paper constitute a strong contribution to the
protection of the personal privacy in pervasive computing environments.

1 Introduction

Pervasive computing involves merging technology into the everyday life to such an ex-
tent that computer environments will be integrated into people’s ongoing needs, prac-
tices, values and goods. Technology becomes invisible and seamlessly interconnected.
Users will be provided with services and information in an anywhere, anytime fashion.



This vision also entails a pervasive sensing of personal information, often in real time,
such as identity, location and activity (in the following simply called context informa-
tion). Privacy issues are some of the main concerns about pervasive computing: without
explicit control by the individual what data is disclosed when, how, to whom and under
what constraints, the vision of Mark Weiser [20] ultimately can fail.

In this paper, we describe a User-Centric Privacy Framework which aims at pro-
tecting a tracked individual’s privacy. The respect of privacy preferences is not an easy
issue, since they depend on a user’swisheswhich are variable by nature. Privacy prefer-
ences commonly are expressed as a set of constraints to control the flow of information
from the sender to the recipient. So far, constraints only affects the tracked individual
or/and the service’s features [14] [11], e.g. time, service, activity or location constraint.
However, often one may wish to express not only constraints over the own context but
also over the context of the recipient, or otherexternalusers, like in this trivial exam-
ple: ’Bob wants to reveal his activities to his wife only if they are in the same city’.
In this case not only the tracked individual’s context has to be considered but also the
recipient’s context. A situation which cannot be catered for today’s privacy frameworks.

Our framework is based on the use of policies to define and to enforce user’s pri-
vacy constraints. Another important feature in this approach is the possibility to enrich
policies by transforming context information. So far, policies languages cannot be used
to express the obligation of transforming data before publishing. Policies are widely
classified in the literature [17] [5] [10] as eitherauthorizationor obligation policies.
Authorization policies are used in the context of privacy to permit or deny the deliver of
a piece of context information (absolute decisions). An obligation policy involves a fu-
ture promise linked to the fact of disclosing information. There could be many situations
in which to fulfill the user’s privacy preferences includes the deliberate modification of
a piece of context information, e.g. to reduce the precision in a tuple of coordinates.

Policy-based privacy frameworks have been implemented in, e.g. [3] [12] [14] [18].
In general, such frameworks define policies in a non-semantically enriched language,
which we consider to fall short in many cases. In order to be able to express the rich-
ness of the user’s privacy preferences, we adopt and extend a semantic policy language,
namely theRei declarative policy language[10] [9], applied mainly to facilitate effec-
tive agent communication and access control. In order to cater for situations in which
we have totransformdata from one data set into another, we introduceSeT, a policy
language for creatingtransformation policies.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: We motivate our approach by
introducing a simple application scenario in the Section 2. Section 3 discusses relevant
related work in some detail, followed by the introduction of our user-centric privacy
framework and the complementing SeT policy language in Section 4and 5, respectively.
Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper and indicates the directions of future work.

2 Scenario

We want to illustrate the concept ofForeign ContraintsandTransformationin privacy
preferences by introducing the following example scenario.



Ana is an employee of a home health-care organization (the HHCO). As all the
nurses in that company, Ana allows her employer to track her working times. The
HHCO wants to improve its service by informing the patients of the nurses’ estimated
time of arrival, a service very much appreciated. Additionally, Ana is subscribed to a
traffic information service (TIS), which provides real-time information about the traf-
fic conditions found en-route to the next patient. Also, another location-based service
(LBS) is used whenever her car needs to be refilled at the nearest petrol station approved
by her company.

On the other hand, privately Ana is used to synchronizing her calendar electroni-
cally with her husband Bob. Arguing that knowing about Bob’s activity will help her to
organize the daily life better, Bob agrees to give Ana additional information about his
current activity, e.g, in a meeting, driving, etc, but only when both are in the same city.

Obviously, even in this simple scenario, various privacy issues are tackled. It is im-
portant for an organization like the HHCO to respect its customers wish to keep the
actual identity undisclosed to someone other than the HHCO. Therefore, the location of
the customer visited by the nurses has to be obfuscated as much as possible. The prob-
lem of privacy disclosure occurs when Ana interacts with someimplicitly untrusted
service like the LBS for finding a petrol station. In the case of the TIS, we assume that
the HHCO states that the nurse’s identity is not revealed, since the location has to be
disclosed. Hence, both interactions with an external service implies that the original co-
ordinates aretransformedinto a different data set than the original one. In the first case
to decrease the accuracy and in the second case to meet a parameter K in ananonymity
setwithin K users. This concept is detailed in Section 3 below.

Fig. 1.Scenario Rules.

Summarizing, services that use context information in the above scenario are: the
HHCO’s LBS, the TIS, an LBS that informs of the nearest petrol station, and the Bob’s
activity service. The free distribution of the Ana’s location and Bob’s activity are re-
stricted by a set of constraints as shown in the Figure 1. The delivery of a nurse’s
location to some external LBS or TIS includes the necessity to transform coordinates.
The use of foreigns constraints is illustrated in the situation in which Bob decides only



to reveal about his activity to his wife when both are in the same city, which means not
only to consider Bob’s but also Ana’s actual location before delivering any information.

3 Related works

There are different methods to address privacy protection, mainly: policies, anonymiza-
tion and obfuscation techniques. None of them achieve the goal of total protection of
the user privacy integrity, thought. In order to interact meaningful with a pervasive en-
vironment, it will always be necessary to give up some amount of privacy. The goal is
to control how much privacy is disclosed for what reason.

According to [4], a privacy policy is an assertion that a certain amount of informa-
tion may be released to a defined entity under a certain set of constraints. We classify
privacy policies from the point of view of definingservice privacy practicesor user
privacy preferences.

A well-know approach of privacy policies stems from the World Wide Web Consor-
tium (W3C), which standardizes thePlatform for Privacy Preferences (P3P)[3]. P3P
enables web sites to express their privacy policies and compare them with the user’s
privacy preferences, which, in turn, can be specified by usingA P3P Preference Ex-
change Language (APPEL)[13]. The policies are transferred to the user’s browser and
then matched to his personal preferences there. However, as stated in [4], P3P has not
been tailored to the specific requirements of pervasive applications.PawS, a privacy
awareness system for ubiquitous computing [12], extends P3P to cover aspects of per-
vasive applications. In PawS, when a user enters in an environment in which services
are collecting data, aprivacy beaconannounces privacy policies of each service. A
usersprivacy proxythen checks these policies against the user privacy preferences. If
the policies agree, the services can collect information and users can utilize the services.
If the policies do not match, the system notifies the user, who then can choose not to use
the service in question or, in some cases, simply physically can leave the area in which
the collection of information occurs. Both define privacy practices for services which
are not the scope of this work.

While APPEL [13] provides a good starting point for expressing privacy prefer-
ences, it cannot support the richness of expressions necessary for the evaluation of user
criteria in real-world application domains. In [14] such requirements are implemented
as system components calledvalidators. The features of validators are described with-
out defining a concrete implementation language and they need a centralized location
provider to enforce them. Another approach is theConfab system[8], where a com-
plex data structure is elaborated to represent contextual information, the basic context
atom called acontext tuple, which is equivalent to a web page. Information is captured,
stored, and processed on the end-user’s computer. This gives end-users a great level of
control and choice over what personal information is disclosed but fail in flexibility to
share context information.

Anonymization mechanisms technically hide the identity of a tracked user with
respect to emitted context data so that she is not identifiable within a set of other
tracked subjects, constituting theanonymity set[15]. We can distinguish between tech-
niques of data and identifier abstraction. In a data abstraction, anonymity can be ac-



complished by cloaking data, e.g., by reducing temporal and/or spatial accuracy, so that
data of different targets cannot be distinguished. In [7], cloaking is based on the for-
mal model of k-anonymity [19]. For enforcing k-anonymity, a trusted context provider
is needed, which has global knowledge about a group of targets. In identifier abstrac-
tion, pseudonyms are associated with context data. However, this approach suffers from
the obvious problem that pseudonyms can be uncovered by statistical attacks. For this
reason, in [1], pseudonyms are dynamically changed intomix zonesto avoid linking dif-
ferent pseudonyms of a target together. In [6], a formal model for obfuscating location
information is given. In contrast to anonymization techniques, which have the objec-
tive of hiding targets’ identities, the identity is supposed to be known. Instead, position
accuracy is reduced as far as application requirements can still be adhered to.

So far Transformations have been only considered byGeoprivin the draft proposal
for expressing privacy preferences for location Information [16]. In this approach trans-
formations are part of authorization policies. The evaluation of the authorization policy
is done by the location server which executes the transformation to ensure minimal
disclosure of location information.

4 User-Centric Privacy Framework

In this section we present the User-Centric Privacy Framework (UCPF). We propose
a user-centric approach to safeguard user privacy preferences. Several publications in
the area of privacy protection, such as the well-known P3P [3], are concerned of how
to define service side privacy practices, in such situations the user can only check the
service’s privacy criteria and either accept or deny the service. Our approach, like the
Confab system [8], seeks to give as much control as possible to the tracked user, in
our case without assuming that the sensing technology is attached to the user’s com-
puter device. A privacy framework should give users explicit control over what data are
disclosed when, how, to whom, and under what constraints.

We introduce two novel concepts,TransformationsandForeign Constraints, to give
users more freedom to define their privacy preferences. Basically, we define Transfor-
mations as any process that the tracked user may define over a specific piece of context
information, and Foreign Constraints as the context information ofexternalusers which
must be taken into account before forwarding privacy relevant information. An example
is the current location of Ana for delivering information about Bob’s activity to her.

The integration of these features in the UCPF poses the following requirements;
Any transformation on a piece of context information should be only known by the
tracked individual. Transformations should be automatically applied when the selected
policy is enforced. The UCPF should act as point of enforcement for Foreign Con-
straints, this implies that before delivering context information to a third party, Foreign
Constraints must be retrieved, evaluated and the enclosed policy has to be enforced
by the UCPF. If all constraints are satisfied, the UCPF should also act as the context
provisioning proxy.

In order to address the requirements stated above we introduceSentry. Sentry is a
major architectural building block within the UCPF. An Sentry instance manages the
context disclosure of a tracked entity to third parties. To do so, it gathers and filters



collected data about an entity and - based on the set of Foreign Constraints and Trans-
formations - disseminates suitable data to third party services as a context proxy.

4.1 Role Model

The data flow along the processing chain in a service that is fed with context informa-
tion, involves different autonomous entities like people, companies or organizations, we
refer to as actors, see [11]. In order to understand how the UCPF works in the process-
ing chain, we distinguish the following roles;Target is the tracked individual, in the
scenario Ana is the target for the HHCO’s LBS and the TIS. Based on Ana’s location
service providerscompile locations for users of this services, which are therecipients
of the information (respectively the HHCO and Ana). An intermediate role is played
by thecontext provider, in our guiding scenario this is the mobile provider as the loca-
tion information provider, who is also responsible for collecting, caching and managing
location information of Ana and transferring them, accordingly.

The actors along the processing chain can be classified astrustedanduntrusted.
Trusted parties are those entities that have any contractual and usually legally binding
relation in a way that it protects the exchange of the target’s context information, such
as between the HHCO and its mobile provider. Untrusted parties, on the other hand, are
such third parties that are not under the control of the target, like the TIS.

Using policies entails to include a policy distribution architecture [21], introducing
the following four roles: thepolicy repository, the policy management tool, thepolicy
decision point(PDP) and thepolicy enforcement point(PEP). From the point of view
of the target’s privacy only trusted parties should act as the PEP, while untrusted parties
should only receive context information from the PEP.

The most favorable solution, from the point of view of privacy, is that the context
provider adopts the role of the PEP, since we assume that there is a contractual relation-
ship between the HHCO and its location provider, it is also the solution followed in [14],
[18]. However, this solution is not applied when a policy includes Foreign Constraints to
be enforced. For example in our scenario, Bob’s activity is disclosed only when Ana is
in the same city. Since the Ana’s mobile provider, the Bob’s mobile provider and Bob’s
activity provider might be three different entities, Bob’s activity provider is not able to
enforce a policy constrained by the physical position of Bob and Ana. The use of For-
eign Constraints pose the problem of introducing a separate entity to act in the role of
a trusted PEP. As a solution we leverage our UCPF and introduce a special component
calledSentry.

The UCPF is located between trusted and untrusted entities and thus can act as a
mediator, see Figure 2. Additionally, the Sentry component is part of the UCPF and acts
in the role of a trusted PEP for the tracked target. The Sentry is attached to the target in-
frastructure. In this environment context providers forward raw data to theSentrywhere
the data is filtered and/or transformed, see also section 4.2. The Sentry is provided with
mechanisms to query and retrieve Foreign Constraints as needed. In our example sce-
nario, Bob is requested to reveal his activity to Ana. In order to reach a decision what
to do, Bob’s Sentry has to consider the Foreign Constraints regarding Ana. Therefore,
it queries Ana’s Sentry. This particular instance of a Sentry is registered as the Context
Provisioning Service for Ana. Therefore, Bob’s Sentry can obtain a reference via the



Fig. 2.Dataflow in the UCPF.

UCPF’s service registry. After querying the position of Ana, Bob’s Sentry decides on a
suitable course of action. In this model, each target has his own Sentry.

4.2 Architecture Overview

The Figure 3 shows a sketch of the UCPF architecture. The upper layer is the Pri-
vacy Layer that implements all the functions of policy distribution architecture [21],
additionally incorporates two functionalities: a) the capability of transforming context
information and b) a central distribution point for context information under the target’s
privacy criteria. Sentry is a component integrated in the Privacy Layer in charge of the
PDP and the PET roles, see Section 4.1, and acting as the context provisioning proxy.

The UCPF architecture provides the means to publish the Sentry as a service that
offers target’s context information in a UCPF’s service registry. In order to respect target
privacy preferences, all third party services (service providers, other sentry services, etc)
should retrieve a target context only from the appropriate Sentry.

Fig. 3.Architecture Overview.

One of the key features of this framework is the possibility to interact with a wide
variety of services. The UCPF architecture manages and intercommunicates different



entities such as services providers, other services (that do not use context information),
context providers, transformation process, and sentry services (to retrieve Foreign Con-
strains). That infrastructure demands flexibility to add and remove services without dis-
turbing amount each other from the trusted and untrusted side of the processing chain,
see Figure 2, therefore this framework should offer the possibility of remote deployment
and management of services.

A first prototype of the UCPF is implemented on the top of the Open Service Gate-
way Initiative (OSGi) framework. The OSGi provides a strong environment for multiple
Java-based components to work on a single Java Virtual Machine (JVM). The OSGi also
adds the capability to manage the life cycle of the software components from anywhere
in the network.

The UCPF supplies a secure ambit to enforce authorization, and transformation
policies where Transformations are only knows by the target’s Sentry, and also supplies
an environment where any service may retrieve target context information respecting
the privacy criteria.

5 SeT language / Transformation Policy

The language choose to define policies in the UCPF is Rei [9]. Rei is a policy spec-
ification language in OWL-Lite that allows users to develop declarative policies over
domain specific ontologies. Rei is used to describe positive and negative permissions
and obligations of entities in the policy domain. In order to define transformation poli-
cies the Rei policy language is extended, we have created the SeT language to define
transformation policies. The Figure 4 shows the most important classes and proper-
ties of SeT. We use the OWL-S [2] to describe a transformation and its corresponding
inputs, therefore SeT imports Rei and OWL-S ontologies.

Fig. 4.SeT language’s classes and properties.

Each transformation available in the UCPF is specified and registered as a service in
the OSGi framework. Transformations can be seen as services offered by the UCPF. We
model Transformations as processes with theProcess Ontology, one of the three main
parts of the OWL-S. The goal is to automatically applied a transformations process
when a transformation policy is enforced.



We consider in our first prototype as Transformations: spatial obfuscation, identity
an data abstraction inK users, and the use of white lies. White lies involves enforcing
Transformations to calculate virtual context data which will be deliver instead of the
real context. Each transformation has a different set of inputs that are specified with
SeT.

6 Conclusions and outlook

In this paper, we presented our User-Centric Privacy Framework (UCPF) which aims at
protecting a user’s privacy based on the enforcement of privacy preferences. They are
commonly expressed as a set of constraints over some set of context information. We in-
troduced two novel abstractions, namelyTransformationsandForeign Constraints, and
showed how they can be used to extend the expressiveness of privacy policies. Trans-
formations are an important tool for enforcing a certain kind of privacy preferences,
like obfuscation and introducing uncertainty. Foreign Constraints on the other hand are
a truly novel concept for formulating preferences, which include the actual context of
the recipient or otherexternalusers, over some privacy relevant information.

Both concepts are founded on the generic UCPF framework and theSeT language
for formulating and subsequent enforcement of privacy preferences. The UCPF pro-
vides a secure environment where Transformations will be only known by the user,
allowing for the integration of obfuscation, anonymization, andwhite liesin the policy
domain. So far, policies cannot be used to express the need of transforming data before
accepting and releasing context information to a service. Currently, in parallel to the re-
finement of the concepts of Transformations and Foreign Constraints, we are working
on the further extension of the SeT language.

We designed the UCPF in a way thatSentry, as part of the UCPF, can act as a context
provisioning proxy for third party services. This way a user’s context is accessible by
external entities but only under the control of the tracked person’s privacy preference.

Part of the ongoing and future work is to complete the implementation of our UCPF
prototype, which currently is in an early stage. We are also planning to use the UCPF
to present the concept ofwhite liesas potential privacy mechanism. White lies involves
Transformations which calculate virtual context data which will be deliverinsteadof
the real context data. In future work we plan to analyze the use of static transformations
(for the same inputs the same output) and dynamic transformations that may generate
different outputs for the same set of inputs, inhibiting the use of reverse-engineering
techniques to a large degree. An important issue in further works will be to explore
ways to provide policy conflict resolution in a hierarchy of sets of policies within the
same and different instances of Sentries.

In summary, we believe that the approaches presented in this paper add significantly
to the field of privacy protection of individuals in pervasive computing environments.
Obviously, parts of the approaches presented here are work-in-progress and need fur-
ther investigation, e.g. conflict free formulation of policies or white lies. However, the
foundations of Transformations and Foreign Constraints are sound and together with
the generic UCPF build are strong foundation for personal privacy protection.
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